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"Our love affair with food requires greater 
technical skill and knowledge. We have 

created an outstanding facility, with 
rigorous curriculum, taught by trained 

chef instructors." 
 

"Come...bring your passion!"
 

Module 1 - Royal Icing
An  introduction to Royal icing which will include 
learning about different icing consistencies and 

their various uses. You will be taught how to make 
and fill icing bags. You will then practice piping, 

using various sized icing tubes, straight lines, 
shells, bulbs, using a flower nail to create simple 
flowers and designing and making run out pieces 

for use either as a side design or topper.
 

Module 2 - Pastillage
An introduction to pastillage and t its uses in cake 
decorating. Techniques will include how to make 

the paste, adding colour and texture using dusts, 
edible paints, texture mats and stencils to make a 

modern monogram design perfect for displaying on 
top of a wedding or celebration cake.

 
Module 3 & 4 - Sugar Paste  

An Introduction to sugarpaste and its many uses. 
Including  a discussion as a modelling medium.You 

will be introduced to coating , and assembling a 
tiered cake . We begin with modern techniques:  

embossing, using molds, using a craft gun.
Learn how to achieve contemporary fabric effects 
such as ruffles and bows, and an  introduction to  
unwired flowers and a simple animal cake topper.

 
Module 5 -  Wired Sugar Flowers

An itroduction to working with sugar florist paste. 
Learn to make wired flowers using cutters and 

impression moulds as well as hand pulled blooms. 
Techniques will include how to colour using both 

paste and dust colours, wiring with different gauge 
wires, use of stamens and how to apply florist 

tape. You will learn how to assemble flowers into a 
posy as well as discussing the different methods 

for attaching to a cake. 



Meet Our Cake Artist

 Cake Arist Candice Eligon is a professional Cake 
Artist from Trinidad & Tobago. 

 
She started decorating cakes at the age of fifteen, 

after completing a beginners class in the preparation 
and application of royal icing at the YMCA. 

 
In the years following, Candice completed courses 

with several local cake decorating instructors, 
whose professional expertise involved the use of 

fondant and gum paste. 
 

From 2012-2014 Candice taught at the Trinidad & 
Tobago Hospitality and Tourism Institute, where 
students were introduced to various skills and 

techniques in cake decorating to the fundamentals 
of building show pieces. Here she found that she 

loved teaching and demonstrating just as much as 
the craft itself. 

 
Having completed numerous workshops, Candice 

brings to us her skills and techniques in cake 
carving, cake construction and much more. 

CANDICE ELIGON

Our Classroom

We assure you the finest culinary experience to 
rival that of any international culinary and baking 

academy. 

 
Monday 8th April - Friday 12th April 2019

 
9AM - 4PM

 

Tuition $4750.00

Cost

Includes chef jacket, learning materials and all 
ingredients needed for the workshop

A PRIVATE  EXPERIENCE

A 5 day certificate program exploring 
the amazing art of sugarcraft. 

Over thirty hours of hands on learning 
with Ace Cake Stylist Candice Eligon. 

Exploring pastillage, royal icing, 
gumpaste, and sugarpaste. 

This Certificate Program enhances your 
creations and expands your product to 
your clients. Perfect for the beginner as 

well as the already seasoned 
professional interested in acquiring new 

skills.


